1567 W Copper Rock Parkway
Hurricane, UT 84737
contact@copperrock.com

SPONSORED BY:

WEEKLY WEDNESDAY TOURNAMENT
2020
FORMAT
9-hole INDIVIDUAL Skins pot, Deuces pot, Closest to Pin pot, and Gross score pot. Each pot costs $5.00 to
enter. There will also be a $1.00 entry Hole-In-One pot. Any pot won will be paid out on a Copper Rock Gift
Certificate good for golf or merchandise.
SKINS POT - Lowest score on each hole wins that individual hole. If every hole gets tied, this
pot will carry to the next week. Sponsor adds $500 to this pot each week.
DEUCES POT - If an individual scores a 2 on any hole, that person is added to this pot payout.
Anyone that also scores a 2 will split this pot equally.
CLOSEST TO THE PIN POT - There will be one closest to the pin hole for each week. Whoever gets closest to
pin on that week’s designated hole wins this pot.
GROSS SCORE POT - The pot will pay the top three low gross 9-hole scores.
HOLE-IN-ONE POT - Anyone that gets a hole-in-one wins this pot. If there are no aces, the pot will
continue to grow until a hole-in-one is scored. Requires $1 entry fee to qualify.

RULES
USGA rules will govern all play (Except where modified by local rules).
See scorecard for modified local rules.
- Any pot entries must be paid before round begins. Players qualify only for each pot entered.
- All individuals playing must play with other Money Game participants.
The Copper Rock Money Game is an evolving weekly game. We are open to suggestions on how to
continually improve the experience. Let the proshop know of any pot games that would be fun to try and we
can try to cycle it into the rotation. Skins pot will be played every week.

BLUE TEES
WHITE TEES
RED TEES

- Men
- Men 60 And Over

PACE OF PLAY
Please be mindful of your pace of play. Be ready when it is your turn,
then swing away! Today’s Pace of Play should be 2 1/2 hours. Rule
6-7 will be enforced. (Time for locating a lost ball has changed from 5
minutes to 3 minutes.)

- Women
COPPER ROCK GOLF PROSHOP

Rule Committee

